Player Code of Conduct
Majura Football Club expects all players to abide by the following Code of Conduct, regardless of age.
Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action. This could include, but is not limited to, suspension
from games or suspension from the club without refund of fees.
All players must read the following conditions in conjunction with their parents/carers.
 Respect other players, including the opposition. Applaud good play. Do not abuse or bully a team
mate, whether at training, games, or outside of Club environs. Respect match officials, regardless of
your opinion of their decision. Get on with the game.
 Respect your coach. Be punctual for training and conduct drills as directed without complaint and to
the best of your ability. Recognise that coaches are volunteers and are giving up significant amounts
of their own time. Be polite when interacting with your coach.
 Respect Club officials. The Club is staffed entirely by volunteers. Without volunteers, the Club ceases
to function and your opportunity to play football is compromised.
 Play to the best of your ability in every game. Failure to do so lets down your team mates.
 Play by the rules regardless of provocation.
 Majura Football Club has a zero tolerance policy on swearing or use of abusive language at officials,
coaches, players or spectators. This includes any sexist, racist or ethnic slurs. Swearing or abuse will
result in immediate withdrawal from the day’s activity and repeat offenders will face a Majura
Football Club Disciplinary hearing.
 Do not post derogatory comments relating to any MFC activities (including games) on social media
such as Facebook and Twitter. This includes comments on opposition players, teams and clubs, and
match officials.
 Play to enjoy the game, not just to please parents and coaches.
All players must read the Code (or have the code explained to them by a parent/guardian) and
understand it.
Registration with Majura FC is regarded as acknowledgement that you have read and accept the Player
Code of Conduct.

